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large shared-memory multi-core configurations [16, 28, 35].
For example, OpenMP, the most popular approach for shared
memory programming, has significantly evolved and currently
incorporates advanced features such as tasking support [4, 39].
For all these reasons, parallel operations such as schedul-
ing and synchronization are expected to become key system
software components. As a result, simulators targeting next-
generation HPC systems must take into account such parallel
operations performed at the runtime system level.

Existing tools make simulation of large-scale HPC ma-
chines with thousands of cores unfeasible. Conventional cycle-
accurate architectural simulators offer a great level of detail,
but make simulation times impractical when using more than
a few tens [6, 7, 51] or a few hundreds of cores [45]. Higher-
level simulators are able to simulate thousands of cores at
the cost of not modelling any microarchitectural details or
the impact of the system software [2, 14, 55]. Raising the
level of abstraction is necessary, but needs to be done to an
appropriate degree. Hence, it is critical to develop flexible
simulation infrastructures that allow to quickly trim the vast
design space while still capturing the impact of the simulated
microarchitecture and system software.

In this paper we make the following contributions:
• We present MUSA, a multi-scale simulation approach

that enables fast and accurate performance estimations of
next-generation HPC machines. Our methodology seam-
lessly captures inter-node communication as well as intra-
node microarchitectural and system software interactions,
improving usability and simplifying the simulation work-
flow. MUSA relies on native execution traces with two
levels of detail to allow simulation of different communi-
cation networks, numbers of cores per node, and relevant
microarchitectural parameters.

• We validate MUSA using the NAS Multi-Zone Parallel
Benchmark suite [27], and then evaluate three large-scale
case studies (with up to 16,384 cores) using BT-MZ,
HYDRO [33], and SPECFEM3D [31]. Our evaluation
shows that MUSA provides accurate performance predic-
tions by combining information at different levels of gran-
ularity. When comparing native executions and MUSA
simulations with up to 2,048 cores, we achieve relative
errors within 10% in the common case, demonstrating
that our detailed model is able to capture microarchitec-
tural and system software effects. In addition, we show
that our simulations complete in an affordable amount of
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I. INTRODUCTION

The process of designing next-generation High Performance
Computing (HPC) machines is extremely challenging. The
increasing amount of computational resources each generation
integrates makes this challenge even more difficult. In addition,
the trend to use commodity server processors as the common
choice for designing such machines is changing, as processors
with leaner core designs that feature significantly different
microarchirectural characteristics are starting to make their
debut in the HPC market [40, 52, 54]. Consequently, the
design space for next-generation HPC machines is expanding.
Novel solutions are required in order to quickly predict the
performance of current and future scientific a pplications on
those systems and to identify the best design points.

Besides taking into account the hardware, it is important to
also consider its interactions with the system software (e.g. op-
erating system, runtime system) [12, 50]. Hybrid programming
models are pervasive nowadays, employing MPI for inter-node
communication and a shared-memory programming model
for node-level parallelism. Motivated by larger core counts
within the same node, sophisticated ways of handling shared
memory parallelism are becoming increasingly attractive to
reduce load imbalance and thus improve parallel efficiency in
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time, i.e. less than a day of total aggregated CPU time for
detailed 16,384-core simulations. This allows to quickly
identify scalability problems in the targeted case studies.

• Finally, we perform a design space exploration analy-
sis using high-performance, low-power, and die-stacked
DRAM processor profiles on a system with 16,384 cores.
We find that for one of the evaluated HPC applications,
HYDRO, the low-power processor can achieve on par
performance even with the same number of cores, as
the high-performance memory hierarchy and aggressive
microarchitecture are over-dimensioned. In contrast, the
other two applications benefit from an aggressive out-of-
order microarchitecture, and SPECFEM3D achieves bet-
ter scalability by exploiting the higher memory bandwidth
provided by die-stacked DRAM technology.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section describes the co-design challenges in next-
generation HPC systems. Afterwards, we discuss the difficul-
ties of simulating large HPC applications and the limitations
this imposes in exploring designs for future systems.

A. Co-Design of HPC Applications and Systems

In current HPC applications, the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) is the most common way to expose parallelism across
multiple computing nodes. As the number of nodes increases
with the deployment of new HPC systems, node-to-node
communication costs become more relevant and need further
consideration when designing such systems. For example,
certain applications might experience communication time
overheads in the presence of load imbalance across different
nodes. Finding the right ratio between the number of nodes and
the number of processing units per node is a primary design
decision that can greatly impact application performance.
Hence, exploring such trade offs beforehand is a fundamental
step when designing a new system.

In current HPC systems, nodes typically consist of a small
number of sockets with shared memory. Shared-memory pro-
gramming models such as OpenMP are the most common
approach to express parallelism within a node. Recently,
advanced tasking features or support for accelerators and
SIMD constructs have been included in OpenMP. These fea-
tures allow to exploit the computational power of the node
while increasing programmer productivity [4, 16, 39]. In next-
generation HPC systems, an appropriate amount of cache per
core and enough memory bandwidth are paramount to achieve
the desired performance within a node when running one of
the targeted applications. Therefore, provisioning a node with
enough resources to fit such demands is a design decision that
needs to be considered when designing an HPC system.

Hybrid programming models simultaneously employ differ-
ent paradigms to exploit both inter- and intra-node parallelism,
e.g. MPI and OpenMP. To achieve peak performance it is
important to have an even amount of computation distributed
across the different nodes, and that the available parallelism

within a node maps well to the available resources. By prop-
erly dimensioning a system the node-to-node communication
overheads can be minimized, while at the same time achieving
the desired node level performance.

B. Challenges Simulating Large HPC Applications

Simulation is a key tool in order to design next-generation
HPC systems and applications. However, simulating future
HPC systems at a meaningful scale is challenging due to
the large amount of components that need to be considered.
Consenquently, HPC system designers have to constantly trade
off accuracy for simulation speed. As explained before, the
number of nodes in the system and the amount of resources
within a node can create performance bottlenecks at the
inter-node and intra-node levels. Hence, scaling down the
simulated system or focusing only on the node level may
lead to suboptimal design decisions. Moreover, applications
used in large-scale systems exhibit long execution times and
downsizing the input sets to make them more manageable
can change the application’s characteristics, i.e. the amount
of cache or memory bandwidth needed to perform well under
the original input sets.

In order to simulate such large HPC systems, new method-
ologies are needed to gauge the necessary requirements both
at the overall inter-node level as well as the intra-node level.
In this paper we propose MUSA, a multi-level simulation
infrastructure capable of simulating large-scale HPC systems.
MUSA combines different levels of abstraction to provide
insights on the expected performance of an application on a
hypothetical HPC system. The following section describes the
proposed infrastructure in detail.

III. MULTI-LEVEL SIMULATION APPROACH

In this section, we present MUSA, our multi-level sim-
ulation infrastructure for hybrid programs running on next-
generation HPC systems.

A. MUSA - General Overview

MUSA is an end-to-end methodology that uses traces to
enable large-scale simulations with different communication
networks, numbers of cores per node, and microarchitectural
parameters in a comprehensive HPC environment that con-
siders the effects of system software. To this end, MUSA
employs two components: (i) a tracing infrastructure that
captures communication, computation and runtime system
events; and (ii) a simulation infrastructure that leverages these
traces for simulation at multiple levels. Figure 1 illustrates our
modular methodology that provides a streamlined workflow
from tracing to the final simulation output.

HPC applications stress a system at multiple levels, includ-
ing both the hardware (i.e. pipeline, core, chip, node, network)
and the software (i.e. scheduling, synchronization, commu-
nication and computation phases). Using a single simulation
approach across all levels would be too rigid to adapt to the
degree of detail appropriate for each level. For this reason,
MUSA’s simulation infrastructure is capable of changing the
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Fig. 1. MUSA tracing and simulation methodology.

level of simulation detail, from cycle-accurate microarchitec-
tural simulations to high-level analytical models. The method-
ology allows to combine detailed (higher computational cost)
and high-level (higher simulation speed) simulations, enabling
simulation of large-scale machines with thousands of cores in a
reasonable amount of computational time, while guaranteeing
a high degree of accuracy. The rest of this section provides
further details on the tracing and simulation infrastructures.

B. Tracing - Capture Multi-Level Behavior

The initial step is to trace an application’s execution at mul-
tiple levels. Given our targeted hybrid programming model, we
start tracing each MPI process representing a rank. Within a
rank multiple threads running in parallel may coexist, managed
by a runtime system. As shown in Figure 1, MUSA traces an
application by running it natively with the number of ranks to
be used in future simulations and instructs the runtime system
to execute each rank using a single thread.

The tracer then generates a file with the communication
and computation information per rank. This trace file contains
information about the MPI communication phases, including:
(i) timestamps of beginning and end of each communication
phase for all ranks, (ii) the type of communication (e.g. collec-
tive or point-to-point), and (iii) the size of the data to be sent.
At the same time the computation information for each rank is
recorded, storing timestamps for each computation phase and
multiple runtime events such as creation and synchronization
of parallel sections. The instrumentation required to obtain
these traces is coarse-grained, leading to a small overhead that
does not significantly affect the application’s behavior.

In order to simulate a node in detail, MUSA requires
additional instruction-level instrumentation for computational
phases; such as the operation code, the program counter and

the involved registers and memory addresses. Such detailed
instrumentation is deferred to a separate native execution due
to its higher overhead that might alter application behavior.
Hence, when tracing in detailed mode, the timestamps taken in
the first trace are used to correct any deviation in the behavior
of the application introduced in the detailed trace step.

Figure 2a shows a trace generated by MUSA’s tracing
infrastructure with communication and computation informa-
tion for a fraction of an application’s execution time. The
tracing methodology generates traces that allow simulations
even if the characteristics of the simulated computational
node (e.g. the number of cores, the memory hierarchy) or
the communication network change. As a result, we can
perform architectural analysis of a large design space using
the same set of traces, reducing trace generation time and
storage requirements. Section IV-C contains further details on
the employed tracing tools and their overheads.

C. Simulation - Leverage Multi-level Traces

MUSA’s simulation step employs the communication and
computation events gathered in the tracing step. As shown
in Figure 1, the methodology initially identifies the different
computation phases for each rank, which are independent
and can be simulated in parallel. Each of these rank level
computation phases is simulated with the specified number of
cores and parameters of the microarchitecture and the memory
hierarchy. However, MUSA is able to simulate an arbitrary
number of cores per rank. To accomplish this, MUSA injects
runtime system API calls by using the runtime system events
recorded in the trace, effectively simulating the runtime sys-
tem, including scheduling and synchronization for the number
of simulated cores. The architectural simulator we employ can
perform simulations either in burst or detailed mode, which
allow from faster than native simulation speeds to slower but
more detailed design space exploration studies, respectively.
Details about the chosen architectural and network simulators
can be found in Section IV-C.

Burst mode simulation: Simulations using burst mode
replay the computation events traced during native execution
with coarse grained instrumentation. Burst mode simulations
do not take into account the contention that the memory
hierarchy of a node might experience when running multiple
threads, hence the obtained performance estimations are to
be treated as upper bounds. However, MUSA allows the
user to specify IPC correction factors to account for the
impact of inter-thread contention if there is any application-
specific knowledge, making burst simulations more accurate
and flexible. Burst mode simulations allow faster than native
simulation speeds, thus enabling quick design space explo-
ration studies with a variable number of cores per rank and
different communication networks.

Detailed mode simulation: When simulating a computation
phase in detail, MUSA also uses the detailed traces, enabling
cycle-accurate simulations with detailed models for microar-
chitecture and memory hierarchy. The detailed information in
the instruction-level trace allows to use different cycle-accurate
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(a) Coarse-grain instrumentation trace of HYDRO with 4 ranks. Delimits computation and communication phases and includes runtime events.

(b) Simulation output trace for the above input trace when simulating a system with 2 cores per rank. The runtime system is faithfully modeled.

Fig. 2. Traces used in MUSA’s methodology: (a) tracing infrastructure and (b) simulation infrastructure output. Traces are shown using the same time scale.

simulators, ranging from component-specific simulators, such
as main memory, cache hierarchy, or interconnects, to detailed
pipeline microarchitecture simulators. Detailed simulations
can be time consuming and an appropriate simulator has to
be chosen depending on the envisioned target study.

Simulating all computation phases of an application in
detail is feasible for small systems and short execution times.
However, when going into the domain of thousands of cores,
full detailed simulation becomes prohibitive both in terms of
trace size and simulation time. Fortunately, HPC applications
follow certain execution patterns that are easy to identify with
our visual trace format. We can leverage this information by
specifying a subset of the ranks, or even a subset of the
iteration phases within a rank, to be traced and simulated
in detailed mode. Therefore, MUSA allows the user to de-
fine such bounds as input parameters, giving great flexibility
in deciding which computation phases are to be simulated
in detail, while the performance of the remaining phases
is extrapolated. Section III-D details how MUSA performs
sampling of computation phases at different levels.

Network simulation and final output: After the computa-
tion phases have been simulated, MUSA replays the execution
of the communication trace events in order to simulate the
communication network and generate the final output trace
of the simulation. During this process, the durations of the
computation phases are replaced by the results obtained in the
simulations (either in burst or detailed mode), and the com-
munication phases are simulated using a network simulator.
At the end of this process the entire simulation is complete
and the output trace is generated for visualization.

Figure 2b shows an output simulation trace generated by
MUSA when simulating two cores per rank. The simulation
models the OpenMP scheduling events by calling the actual
runtime system through inserted API calls for the traced
events, faithfully modeling the impact of having two cores on
each node. The MPI communication is processed by thread
T0 on each rank, while the computation phase load of each
rank is distributed across the two cores.

D. Sampling - Reducing Simulation Time
Accurate microarchitectural simulation is time consuming.

Conventional simulators achieve simulation speeds of 100 to

1000 KIPS [6, 42, 45]. As a consequence, detailed simulation
of large systems or long-running applications becomes infea-
sible. While MUSA allows simulations at different levels of
detail, it still requires to simulate some computation phases in
detail. In an HPC application, these phases typically run for a
few seconds, before starting a new communication phase.

A common technique for reducing simulation time is sam-
pling. Sampling can be employed to allow detailed simulation
of larger portions of an application or to further reduce
simulation time. Sampling seeks to minimize the amount of
detailed simulation by only simulating the representative parts
of an application. In the following, we point out how MUSA
employs sampling at three orthogonal levels of granularity in
an application, namely (i) the whole application, (ii) a single
MPI rank, and (iii) a computation phase within an MPI rank.

Application level: Many applications in HPC show iterative
behavior, with each iteration representing a step in time or
space. In many cases, different iterations show very simi-
lar performance. Automatic techniques to identify iterations
based on performance monitoring counters or traces of logical
events have been proposed in the past [11, 26]. However,
the simplest approach relies on directly analyzing the code
of the application, annotating the start and end of an iteration.
When sampling at the application level, MUSA leverages these
techniques to identify repetitive behavior and select a small
number of iterations for detailed simulation.

MPI rank level: As described in Section II, a common
programming technique in HPC applications is the division
of the problem domain into blocks. Afterwards, each block is
processed by a different MPI rank. Often, different MPI ranks
show similar performance across all processes. Consequently,
MUSA can select a subset of the MPI ranks for detailed
simulation at the microarchitecture level. MUSA adopts a
simple approach consisting in simulating one out of every N
MPI ranks (periodic sampling). There are existing techniques
to automatically select representative computation phases of
an application [22, 46].

Computation phase level: After selecting a subset of
iterations and MPI ranks, all computation phases have to
be simulated in detail. Identifying representative sections of
a computation phase can be done automatically [47, 53],
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TABLE I
APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS AND TRACING STATISTICS.

Benchmark Characteristics Tracing
Name Input Ranks Tasks/rank Iterations Regions/iteration Overhead Burst Trace Detailed Trace

BT-MZ Class D 16 2.3M 250 1 3.4% 5.6 GB 53.3 GB
SP-MZ Class D 16 131K 500 1 1.2% 0.4 GB 13.7 GB
LU-MZ Class D 16 1.3M 300 1 1.0% 3.2 GB 12.5 GB

HYDRO big 256 1.0M 200 2 6.0% 16.1 GB 16.9 GB
BT-MZ Class E 256 1.3M 250 1 8.5% 57.4 GB 120.0 GB
SPECFEM3D n/a 256 1.9M 10700 1 9.3% 101.4 GB 106.4 GB

and applied to parallel applications with barriers [9], as is
the case of typical OpenMP programs with parallel loops.
In the case of task-based programs, a computation phase
typically comprises several thousands of task instances. These
task instances stem from task types which are instantiated
many times during the execution of an application. Different
instances of the same task type show similar behavior, which
allows to periodically sample task instances to be simulated
in detail [23]. Then, these results are extrapolated to the rest
of the computation phase by fast-forwarding, using the IPC
of the representatives simulated in detail [9, 23]. Simulating a
reduced set of instructions shows very good accuracy while it
reduces simulation time by one or two orders of magnitude in
large multi-core systems. MUSA can exploit these sampling
techniques to accelerate the simulation of a single computation
phase within an MPI rank.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

This section introduces the experimental methodology em-
ployed to evaluate our multi-level simulation infrastructure.

A. Applications

To validate MUSA we use the NAS multi-zone bench-
marks [15]: BT-MZ, SP-MZ and LU-MZ. These representative
HPC benchmarks have been designed to exploit multiple levels
of parallelism using a hybrid programming model. For this
validation step we use 16 MPI ranks with a mapping of one
rank per node. Simulations are performed with 1 to 8 cores
per node. We run the benchmarks with the input class D, for
which we observe enough parallelism for the 16 MPI ranks
employed.

In order to illustrate the potential of MUSA, we evalu-
ate large-scale machines using HYDRO [33], BT-MZ with
the large input class E, and SPECFEM3D [31]. HYDRO
implements a simplified version of RAMSES [49], a code
developed to study large-scale structure and galaxy formation.
It uses a fixed rectangular two-dimensional space domain and
solves the compressible Euler equations of hydrodynamics.
Fluxes at the interface of two neighbouring computational
cells are computed using a Riemann solver. SPECFEM3D uses
the continuous Galerkin spectral-element method to simulate
forward and adjoint seismic wave propagation on arbitrary
unstructured hexahedral meshes. For these applications we
employ 256 MPI ranks, one per node, and up to 64 cores
per node, resulting in simulations of up to 16,384 cores.

All applications use a hybrid programming model based on
MPI [38], and a task-based programming model, OmpSs [16].
OmpSs allows to annotate tasks with data inputs and outputs.
Using this information, the OmpSs runtime system schedules
task instances taking data dependencies into account and
performs synchronization only when necessary. These OmpSs
features were included into the specifications of OpenMP 3.0
and 4.0 [4, 39]. The whole OmpSs environment is available as
open source. Applications are compiled with GCC 4.7.2 and
the -O3 optimization flag set.

Table I summarizes the main characteristics of each applica-
tion. It includes the number of MPI ranks, the total number of
tasks per MPI rank, the number of iterations of the application
and the number of parallel regions within an iteration. For
example, in the case of BT-MZ with input class E there is an
average of 5,200 tasks per parallel region ( tasks/rank

iterations × regions ).

B. Native HPC Infrastructure

We validate MUSA against the MareNostrum 3 supercom-
puter. Each node has two sockets with an Intel Xeon E5-2670
featuring eight cores running at 2.6GHz. The cores implement
aggressive superscalar capabilities, have private L1 and L2
caches, and a shared 20MB L3 cache. The nodes are connected
via a high-bandwidth Infiniband FDR10 network. To validate
MUSA, we simulate the same HPC infrastructure.

For the native executions, we present results with up to eight
cores per node, making use of a single socket. This avoids
factoring in non-uniform memory access timings that may
bias the results. In addition, we run each native experiment
five times and select the measurement that presents the lowest
amount of interference due to current system load.

C. Tracing and Simulation Infrastructure

Traces are obtained using different lightweight tracing tools
based on extrae [19] and PIN [36]. To obtain the traces for
an application, we instrument a native execution that runs
only a single thread per node, i.e. per MPI rank. Extrae
generates the high-level trace (burst trace) using coarse-grain
instrumentation. The tracer instruments the entire application,
i.e. all ranks and iterations. However, for the detailed trace,
such an approach would be impractical and require too much
storage. For the evaluated set of applications, we observe that
tracing the second iteration of a single MPI rank is enough
to later reconstruct an application’s entire execution using this
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information and the burst trace. This allows for manageable
tracing times and storage requirements.

Table I details the overhead of generating traces at burst
level, and the sizes of the burst and detailed traces for each
application. The overheads include the trace disk I/O costs,
which actually do not affect the application behavior, as I/O
is performed at points where the application is halted by the
tracer. In terms of trace sizes, burst traces are relatively small,
while covering the entire execution of applications running
for several minutes on the real machine. On the other hand,
detailed traces are bigger, even though they only cover the
second iteration of a single MPI rank. Note that a detailed trace
for the entire BT-MZ application with input class D would
require more than 200 terabytes of storage. The obtained
detailed traces are manageable while still allowing MUSA to
perform meaningful detailed microarchitectural simulations.

Our methodology requires both an architectural and a com-
munication network simulator. To simulate the computation
phases we use TaskSim, a detailed multi-core simulator with
two operation modes, a fast exploration mode based on pre-
calculated computation phase execution times (burst) and a
detailed mode with accurate microarchitecture and memory
models [42, 43]. For the network we employ Dimemas,
which is able to model MPI communication primitives using
analytical models [20]. However, we strongly believe that the
MUSA methodology can be applied to nearly any simulator
currently available in the community.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we first validate the proposed simulation
infrastructure. Afterwards, we apply our methodology to de-
tect scalability bottlenecks in hybrid applications both at the
algorithmic level, due to the lack of parallelism, and at the
hardware level, due to contention on shared resources. Finally,
we also present simulation time results and a design space
exploration analysis.

A. Validation

We validate MUSA by performing several experiments with
the NAS Multi-Zone benchmarks. As described in Section IV,
all validation experiments are done with 16 MPI ranks and the
class D input set, always assuming a single MPI rank per node.
Figure 3 shows the speedup for a single iteration (Figure 3a),
and for the entire application (Figure 3b) when increasing the
number of cores per MPI rank. Having both figures is very
useful, as the overall execution time of the whole application
or a single iteration can be biased by the sequential execution
of a particular phase of the application, such as reading input
files, initializing data structures or writing output files.

Native executions are performed with up to eight cores
per rank, as this is the number of cores per socket on the
available machine. Consequently, in our validation we use up
to 128 cores, with parallel efficiencies that range from 48%
(LU-MZ) to 92% (BT-MZ). Using a performance visualization
tool, we observe that in all benchmarks the first iteration is
less representative than the others. We therefore chose to trace

the second iteration in detail to avoid capturing the impact of
cold hardware structures in the processor. Figure 3 shows that
scalability in native and simulated executions closely match
when comparing a single iteration and the entire application.

First, we evaluate the accuracy of MUSA with burst simula-
tions, denoted MUSA (burst) in the figure. A first observation
is that burst simulations accurately model the system for BT-
MZ, with negligible relative errors. This is due to the fact that
BT-MZ is compute bound and contention on shared resources
does not increase significantly with larger core counts, leading
to a speedup of 7.3× on an 8 core node. However, SP-MZ
and LU-MZ have higher memory contention and performance
predictions start to differ from the native execution as the
number of cores per node increases. For SP-LU and LU-
MZ, MUSA (burst) predicts speedups of 6.9× and 7.5× with
relative errors of 33% and 88% with respect to native runs.

The results obtained in burst simulation clearly indicate that,
as we scale the number of cores in the system, cycle-accurate
memory simulations are necessary to capture contention on
shared resources. We perform a second set of simulations with
MUSA using detailed microarchitectural and memory models,
denoted MUSA (detailed) in the figure. In this case, MUSA
simulates one iteration of a single MPI rank and extrapolates
the results to the remaining MPI ranks and iterations.

MUSA (detailed) improves accuracy with respect to MUSA
(burst) for both SP-MZ and LU-MZ when simulating a system
with 128 cores. In the case of SP-MZ, the relative error is
reduced from 33% to 10%, capturing the trend observed in
native execution. For LU-MZ the error is reduced from 88%
to 25%. However, the trend is not captured as accurately as
in the other two benchmarks due to modeling inaccuracies in
the simulated DRAM subsystem. LU-MZ has poor row-buffer
locality and internal bank conflicts, and thus needs a detailed
component-specific simulator to capture these behavior. There-
fore, for this application we would suggest to use tools like
DRAMSim2 [44] or Ramulator [30]. In the case of BT-MZ,
the error is negligible as happens in the burst simulation and,
as expected, the performance is again accurately predicted.

Next, we evaluate the accuracy of MUSA using Task-
Point [23] to speed up detailed simulation, denoted MUSA
(detailed+sampling) in the figure. In this case, we only per-
form detailed microarchitectural simulation on a fraction of the
task instances of the application. We apply TaskPoint’s default
parameters: first, we simulate 2 task instances in each thread
in order to warm up microarchitectural state. Afterwards, we
simulate a total of 4 task instances of each task type as
samples. This reduces the total simulation time by a factor
of 2.5× in BT-MZ, 1.9× in SP-MZ, and 3.0× in LU-MZ.
As shown in Figure 3b, MUSA (detailed+sampling) predicts
nearly the same speedups as MUSA (detailed). The average
difference between these approaches is less than 3%. These
results are consistent with previously published results with
TaskPoint [23].

Our validation shows that MUSA provides accurate per-
formance predictions by combining information at different
levels of granularity. When comparing native executions of
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Fig. 3. MUSA validation using the NAS Multi-Zone Parallel Benchmarks: BT-MZ (left), SP-MZ (middle) and LU-MZ (right). Benchmarks are run natively
and simulated using MUSA with 16 MPI ranks and up to eight cores per node.

the entire application with MUSA simulations, we can see
that the relative errors are low and that the detailed models
are able to capture microarchitectural details such as memory
contention. In addition, we can do this in an affordable amount
of time, as even detailed simulations complete within a few
hours. A more comprehensive study in terms of simulation
time is shown for our large-scale simulations in Section V-C.

B. Large-scale Simulations

We present large-scale simulations of BT-MZ with input
class E, HYDRO and SPECFEM3D for the entire application.
Table I lists the relevant application characteristics. We employ
256 MPI ranks, one per node, with up to 8 cores per node
(2,048 cores) for native executions and up to 64 cores for
simulations with MUSA (16,386 cores). These simulations
allow us to identify scalability bottlenecks occurring for large
core counts per node, a trend that continues to manifest.

Figure 4a shows speedup estimations for BT-MZ. Results
with up to 8 cores per node (2,048 total) are validated against
the native execution of the application, showing a good level of
accuracy. With 8 cores per node, the parallel efficiency reaches
82% for the overall execution of the native application, and
MUSA predicts the parallel efficiency with an error of less
than 5% for all simulation modes.

When performing burst simulations with larger core counts,
the parallel efficiency significantly degrades, reaching 26%
for 64 cores (16× speedup). We analyze if task management
is the limiting factor to scalability. To this end, we run the
master thread with a significantly higher speed and observe

no significant change in scalability. From this experiment
we conclude that BT-MZ does not expose sufficient task
parallelism to achieve a higher parallel efficiency at large core
counts. One possible solution is to reduce task granularity
and thus increase the number of task instances. As this
approach also increases the task management overhead, it
poses an interesting optimization problem. MUSA predicts
similar scalability trends with all simulation modes because
this application is not memory intensive, as stated in the
previous subsection.

In conclusion, we identify that BT-MZ lacks task parallelism
and thus shows limited scalability in executions with larger
core counts per MPI rank. Scalability can be improved by
reducing task granularity, but only if this does not increase
the effort of task management to a point where it becomes the
new limiting factor to scalability.

Figure 4b shows speedup estimations for HYDRO. Results
with up to 8 cores per node (2,048 total) are validated against
the native execution of the application. For up to 8 cores,
detailed simulation modes predict parallel efficiency with an
error of less than 8%. For higher core counts, all simulation
modes predict similar results. We attribute this to HYDRO’s
low memory intensity.

As we increase the number of cores, parallel efficiency
significantly degrades, reaching a value of only 17% at 64
cores per node. A significant percentage of parallel efficiency
is lost due to communication (MPI) overheads. We find the
parallel efficiency of the computation phases to be 31% when
communication is ignored. Therefore, the computational part
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Fig. 4. Performance estimations of (a) BT-MZ with input class E, (b) HYDRO, and (c) SPECFEM3D for the entire application on 256 MPI ranks. Native
runs with up to 8 cores per node (2,048 cores), and simulated runs with MUSA on up to 64 cores per node (16,384 cores).

of the application has room for improvement. With the help of
conventional performance analysis tools for MPI applications,
we observe that the sequential part in each iteration is lim-
iting the scalability of the application for core counts larger
than 8. To avoid this limitation, the application needs to be
restructured to reduce the amount of sequential computation.

Furthermore, for 32 and 64 cores per node the time devoted
to task creation and scheduling limits the scalability of the
application. There are multiple solutions to alleviate this prob-
lem. The first solution consists in increasing the granularity of
the executed tasks, as this reduces the total number of task
instances and thus the management effort. A second option
is having multiple threads creating and scheduling tasks using
nested parallelism. Finally, a third alternative consists in using
hardware support for the runtime system [18].

Figure 4c shows speedup estimations for SPECFEM3D.
Results for up to 8 cores per node (2,048 total) are compared
to the native execution of the application. For 2 and 4 cores
per node, we observe notable relative errors when comparing
MUSA simulation modes and native execution. However,
for 8 cores per node the detailed simulation modes predict
parallel efficiency with an error of less than 3%. In addition,
we observe that for core counts per node of 8 and more,
performance estimations with burst and detailed mode differ
significantly due to increasing off-chip memory contention,
leading to performance overestimations in burst mode.

As we increase the core count in burst simulation mode,
we observe that the application’s scalability suddenly saturates
from 32 to 64 cores per node. We find that this is because the
number of task instances for this application is small, less
than 200 per parallel region (see Table I). Moreover, there are
several task types that feature significantly different execution
times, which eventually leads to severe load imbalance, limit-
ing scalability. Since MUSA faithfully models task scheduling
in burst mode, we correctly identify this bottleneck.

However, for detailed simulations we see that the perfor-
mance actually saturates when moving from 16 to 32 cores
per node. This is due to the combined effect of load imbalance
and significant off-chip memory contention, which especially
penalizes long running tasks that now execute for an even
longer period of time, exacerbating load imbalance. With

MUSA we are able to identify a bottleneck that manifests
due to the combination of two factors, and gain insight on the
performance penalty each factor imposes.

C. Simulation Time Cost Analysis

Figure 5a shows the time required to run native and simu-
lated executions for BT-MZ (input class E) with 256 ranks. We
plot time-to-solution for native executions and total aggregated
CPU time for simulated runs with MUSA. The total CPU time
required for simulations in burst mode is nearly constant and
comparable to the native execution with 1 thread per rank, as it
uses pre-calculated task execution times. Speedup of sampled
over detailed simulation remains constant, providing around
one order of magnitude simulation time improvements. A
sampled simulation for 16,384 cores requires less than 6 hours
of total CPU time, while the native execution for 1 thread per
rank takes about 24 minutes - only one order of magnitude of
slowdown, even when considering sequential simulation.

Figure 5b shows the same data for HYDRO with 256 ranks.
Again, the simulation time in burst mode is nearly independent
from the number of simulated cores. A detailed simulation
of HYDRO on 16,384 cores requires less than 3 hours. This
time is reduced to less than an hour when performing sampled
simulation. We observe that the speedup of sampled over
detailed simulation decreases with increasing core counts.
HYDRO has two computation phases per iteration. Therefore,
architectural warmup and measuring of samples is performed
twice per iteration. In addition, the number of tasks per
computational phase is lower than in the case of BT-MZ. Both
aforementioned effects hinder effective simulation sampling.

Figure 5c shows similar data for SPECFEM3D with 256
ranks. In this case we see that burst and detailed executions
take a similar amount of time. This is because this application
has a large number of iterations (i.e. 10,700). However, only
one iteration is simulated in detailed mode. As a consequence,
the time it takes to simulate the burst trace for the entire
application is similar. Also note that sampling is not effective
and its simulation time eventually converges to the detailed
simulation time. The number of tasks per computational phase
is so small that all of them are simulated in detail as samples.
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Fig. 5. Total aggregated CPU time for MUSA simulations versus time-to-solution for native executions.

TABLE II
ARCHITECTURAL PARAMETERS OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE, LOW-POWER

AND DIE-STACKED DRAM CONFIGURATIONS FOR A 64 CORE PROCESSOR.

Parameter High-perf. Low-power Stacked DRAM

ROB 168 entries 40 entries 72 entries

Issue width 1/2/4 1/2/4 1/2/4

L1 cache 32KB private 32KB private 32KB private
4 cycles 4 cycles 4 cycles
8-way 2-way 8-way

L2 cache 256KB private 8MB shared 32MB shared
11 cycles 21 cycles 16 cycles
8-way 16-way 16-way

L3 cache 128MB shared none none
28 cycles
20-way

DRAM off-chip off-chip die-stacked
4 channels 3 channels 8 channels
DDR3-1600 DDR3-1600 DDR3-3200

For 16,384 cores detailed simulation and native execution with
1 thread require 7.3 hours and 5.6 hours, respectively.

D. Design Space Exploration

We demonstrate the usefulnes of the MUSA infrastructure
by performing a design space exploration study. Prior simu-
lations focused on increasing the core count per node while
leaving microarchitectural and memory parameters unchanged.
Given that the trend to use commodity server processors is
starting to change and that new technologies like die-stacked
DRAM start to be available [48], we show how MUSA can
aid to explore this vast design space with simulations using
16,384 cores - i.e. 256 MPI ranks and 64 cores per node - on
BT-MZ with input class E, HYDRO and SPECFEM3D.

With this objective, we study the performance of these
applications on three different multi-core architectures. The
first system resembles a high-end server-class processor with a
large reorder buffer and a three-level cache hierarchy, as found
in traditional HPC environments. The second configuration is
inspired by a low-power mobile platform. It has a smaller
reorder buffer and only two levels of cache, as is typical for
battery-powered mobile systems. The third configuration rep-
resents an emerging many-core chip with die-stacked DRAM,

featuring medium cores and moderate LLC capacity, but lower
latency and higher bandwidth access to DRAM. Table II lists
the key characteristics of the simulated architectures.

Figure 6 shows the predicted performance on these plat-
forms for different issue width values of 1, 2, and 4 instruc-
tions per cycle. The reported speedup is normalized to an
execution with one thread per rank using the high-performance
configuration. The evaluated applications show very different
behavior. BT-MZ benefits from running on a high-performance
processor, achieving more than 35% additional performance
compared to the speedup of the low-power processor for an
issue width of 4. This compute intensive application favors the
combination of a large reorder buffer with quad-issue width,
which also outperforms the die-stacked DRAM configuration
that has a medium sized reorder buffer. A final observation
is that, for the low-power configuration, increasing the issue
width from 2 to 4 improves performance by merely 6%, while
significantly increasing the complexity of the core.

In contrast, HYDRO shows a completely different behavior.
The speedup achieved by the low-power processor nearly
matches the speedup of the high-performance and die-stacked
DRAM configurations. Since HYDRO has low memory inten-
sity, deep cache hierarchies or low-latency and high-bandwidth
DRAM memory does not improve performance significantly.
Moreover, as explained in Section V-B; existing factors that
limit the scalability of the application, such as communication
overheads and sequential code, hinder the performance of
the aggressive cores. Furthermore, HYDRO benefits much
less from an increased issue width - performance improves
by less than 25% when increasing the issue width from
1 to 4 instructions per cycle. Thus, we conclude that the
much simpler low-power architecture can deliver competitive
performance for HYDRO.

Finally, for SPECFEM3D we observe that for issue widths
of 2 and 4, the low-power configuration falls behind due to
a less performing memory hierarchy. This application has a
significant degree of memory contention. For this reason, the
die-stacked DRAM configuration is able to outperform the
high-performance configuration even though it features a less
agressive core. However, the gains are not as significant as
one might expect. This is due to the fact that the performance
is limited by severe load imbalance at the node level due to
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Fig. 6. Design space exploration of BT-MZ, HYDRO and SPECFEM3D for
different issue widths and processor profiles for 256 MPI ranks (16,384 cores).

the small number of tasks per parallel region, as explained in
Section V-B. Nontheless, we conclude that die-stacked DRAM
is beneficial over an agressive core design for SPECFEM3D.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review prior work on simulation of both
shared and distributed memory machines as well as techniques
to speed up simulation of parallel applications.

Simulating distributed machines: Prior work proposed
simulation methodologies to evaluate the performance of
large-scale parallel applications. Some proposals also employ
a multi-level approach, combining different simulation layers.
However, only a few evaluate scenarios with thousands of
cores, but at the cost of not modeling microarchitectural details
or system software interaction [14, 24, 55]. The other propos-
als evaluate lower core counts [1], while also lacking important
features, e.g. detailed microarchitectural simulation [10], or
support to capture operating system or runtime system inter-
actions [21]. Finally, in other infrastructures each simulation
requires a large computational effort due to the use of full
system simulation [25] or the lack of sampling techniques [34],
making them impractical for large-scale studies.

The usefulness of parametric models based on basic ma-
chine performance metrics and application characteristics has
also been explored [5, 29]. These models are applied to
understand the performance of current systems, to unveil
bottlenecks, and to show where tuning efforts can be useful,
but are tailored to specific applications.

Simulating shared-memory systems: Most simulation in-
frastructures at this level tend to be cycle-accurate to faith-
fully model the processing cores and the memory hierarchy.
However, this level of detail comes at a significant slowdown,
making simulations with more than a few tens or hundreds of
cores impractical [6, 7, 45].

Sampling techniques: To reduce simulation time, statistical
sampling is applied to identify a representative section of an
application or even a synthetic trace, much shorter than the
original one [8, 17, 32, 46, 53]. This representative section
is then executed in a cycle-accurate simulator. However, the
accuracy of these simulations is tied to the quality of the
selected representative section of the application.

Finally, to further reduce simulation time and allow the
simulation of larger multi-core processors, parallel simulators
have been proposed [3, 7, 13, 37, 41, 45]. The main drawback
of these proposals lies in the synchronization overhead. This
overhead can be reduced at the expense of sacrificing accuracy
in the final results of the simulation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introduced MUSA, a multi-level sim-
ulation approach that enables fast and accurate performance
estimations of large-scale next-generation HPC machines.
MUSA can model microarchitectural and runtime system
effects by leveraging multi-level traces. These traces also allow
for different simulation modes and execution replay to quickly
extrapolate results of entire hybrid applications running on tens
of thousands of cores.

MUSA has been validated using a production supercom-
puter with up to 2,048 cores showing high accuracy, with
relative errors below 10% in the common case. For native
codes that run for several minutes, MUSA allows detailed sim-
ulation of systems with more than ten thousand cores within
a few hours of total aggregated CPU time. Our 16,384-core
simulations revealed scalability bottlenecks in the evaluated
applications that were easily identifiable using the simulation
output trace and conventional performance analysis tools.

The main advantage of MUSA is that it provides results not
only across known systems, but also for future systems not yet
available on the market. Our design space exploration analysis
provides useful insights on the different microarchitectural
requirements of three applications to achieve good scalability,
showing the potential MUSA offers in predicting the perfor-
mance of applications on next-generation HPC machines.
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